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Abstract—In this paper, we consider the use of prior knowledge
within neural networks. In particular, we investigate the effect of
a known transform within the mapping from input data space to
the output domain. We demonstrate that use of known transforms
is able to change maximal error bounds.
In order to explore the effect further, we consider the problem
of X-ray material decomposition as an example to incorporate
additional prior knowledge. We demonstrate that inclusion of a
non-linear function known from the physical properties of the
system is able to reduce prediction errors therewith improving
prediction quality from SSIM values of 0.54 to 0.88.
This approach is applicable to a wide set of applications in
physics and signal processing that provide prior knowledge on
such transforms. Also maximal error estimation and network
understanding could be facilitated within the context of precision
learning.
I. INTRODUCTION
Neural networks and deep learning recently produced nu-
merous exciting results in pattern recognition and machine
intelligence [1], [2], [3], [4]. Most of these approaches use
hand-crafted deep network architectures and all weights are
trained starting from a random initialisation. One effect of this
procedure is that for some applications hundreds of millions of
training samples are required to get optimal performance [5],
[6]. Interestingly, emerging networks share similarities with
known operators [7], [8]. These approaches seem adequate
for general perceptive tasks as prior knowledge is difficult to
obtain. Doing so gives rise to the current trend of “network
engineering”. However, in many slightly more restricted appli-
cation problems, a broad body of prior knowledge is available,
e.g. physics, signal processing, and other expert knowledge.
Only recently a few investigations using known operators
in the neural network modelling process have been published.
Wu¨rfl et al. demonstrated that back-projection and filtering of
CT reconstruction can be embedded into a neural network
context allowing the learning of redundancy weights [9].
Based on these observations Syben et al. showed that neural
networks are also able to learn discrete filter versions from
their continuous counterparts [10]. By design the network
is restricted to a general reconstruction filter and by clever
synthesis of training data, 10 observations are sufficient for the
learning process. Fu et al. developed this concept even further
and demonstrated that even more complex operations such
as the eigenvalue computation in Frangi’s vesselness can be
modelled with mathematical equivalence in a neural Network
design [11]. As all of these approaches fix parts of the network
due to prior information about the underlying algorithm, the
number of unknown parameters is dramatically reduced. Still
neural Network training is employed using typical optimisation
approaches as provided by libraries such as TensorFlow.
Additionally they employ specialised layers that are able to
compute the gradient of the network efficiently. We consider
such approaches that mix known functions with unknown
operators as examples of precision learning which typically
requires less training examples and fewer training iterations.
Figure 1 shows a graph of such an approach conceptually.
In this paper, we wish to explore the general bounds
on such approaches and make comparisons to the universal
approximation theorem [12]. Based on these observations,
we pick an example in which machine learning has been
successfully applied previously: X-ray material decomposition
[13], [14]. We briefly investigate its theory and explore the
effect of using known operators on the quality of the material
decomposition to verify our theoretical observations.
II. BOUNDS FOR SEQUENCES OF OPERATORS
The universal approximation theorem proves that any con-
tinuous function u(x) on a compact subset of RN can be
approximated by a linear combination of sigmoid functions
s(x)
u(x) ≈ U(x) =
∑
i
uis(w
>x+ w0) (1)
where w and w0 are hyper plane parameters that project x and
ui are the weights of the linear superposition of the sigmoid
curves. The resulting approximation error u is an upper bound
following
|U(x)− u(x)| ≤ u. (2)
Following this concept, we can expand to a multidimensional
U(x) and u(x) in which every component follows
|Uj(x)− uj(x)| ≤ uj . (3)
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the idea of precision learning: One or more known operators are embedded into a network. Doing so, allows dramatic reduction of the
number of parameters that have to be estimated during the learning process. The minimal requirement for the operator is that it must allow the computation
of a sub-gradient for use in combination with the back-propagation algorithm. This requirement can be met by a large class of operations.
Fig. 2. Plots for the relation gjs(x+ e)− gjs(x)− |gj | · ls · |e| ≤ 0 (cf. Eq. 9) for gj > 0 on the left hand side and for gj < 0 on the right hand side,
normalised by |gj |. As can be seen in the plots, the inequality holds for both cases.
This enables us to explore the chain of operators f(x) =
g(u(x)). In the following, we will refer to the approximations
of the original functions as capital letters, i.e., G(x) is the
approximation of g(x). Furthermore, we link the plane pro-
jection w>x+w0 only to the input layer which gives rise to a
typical hidden layer network structure with alternating linear
combinations and sigmoid activation functions. This leads to
the following possible approximations
Fu(x) = g(U(x)) = f(x)− eu (4)
Fg(x) = G(u(x)) = f(x)− eg (5)
F (x) = G(U(x)) = f(x)− ef (6)
where Fu(x) uses the approximation of u(x), but knows g(x),
Fg(x) knows u(x), but approximates g(x), and F (x) needs to
approximate both. Respectively, eu, eg , and ef are the errors
that are introduced by these approximations. Each of these
errors is bound by a positive corresponding , i.e., |eu| ≤ u.
Of particular interest is the chain of operators
F (x) = G(U(x)) =
∑
j
gjs
(∑
i
ui,js(w
>x+ w0)
)
+ g0
(7)
and bounds to this approximation. Based on our previous
observations, we find
f(x) = g(u(x)) = G(u(x)) + eg
=
∑
j
gjs (uj(x)) + g0 + eg
=
∑
j
gjs
(
Uj(x) + euj
)
+ g0 + eg. (8)
If we consider the case of overestimation, i.e. f(x) ≤ F (x),
we are interested in finding an upper bound for the approxi-
mation. As a broad range of functions, the sigmoid function
is Lipschitz continuous, i.e. its slope is bounded by a positive
value l. For the sigmoid function, this value is found at s(0)
with ls = 0.25. Thus, a general upper bound for s(x+ e) is
s(x+ e) ≤ s(x) + ls · |e|.
When combined with a multiplicative constant gj , this upper
bound needs to be modified to
gjs(x+ e) ≤ gjs(x) + |gj | · ls · |e|. (9)
This relation is visualised in Figure 2. Hence, we can find an
upper bound of Eq. 8 as
f(x) ≤
∑
j
gjs(Uj(x)) + g0︸ ︷︷ ︸ +
∑
j |gj | · ls · |euj |+ eg
≤ F (x) +∑j |gj | · ls · |euj |+ eg. (10)
Subtraction of F (x) yields
f(x)− F (x)︸ ︷︷ ︸ ≤ ∑
j
|gj | · ls · |euj |+ eg
ef ≤
∑
j
|gj | · ls · |euj |+ eg. (11)
Using |eg| ≤ g leads to
ef ≤
∑
j
|gj | · ls · |euj |+ g. (12)
For the case of underestimation with f(x) ≥ F (x), a similar
bound is found as
ef ≥ −
∑
j
|gj | · ls · |euj | − g (13)
Thus, an absolute bound for ef is found as
|ef | ≤
∑
j
|gj | · ls · |euj |+ g. (14)
This observation is interesting as
∑
j |gj | · ls · |euj | is also an
upper bounded for |eu|, if g(x) is a superposition of sigmoid
functions. If we consider a more general g(x), bound by the
Lipschitz constant lg , we obtain the following upper bound
g(x+ eu) ≤ g(x) + lg · ||eu||1 (15)
where eu is a vector containing all euj and || · ||1 is the L1
norm. Following the derivation above, it is easy to see, that
|eu| ≤ lg · ||eu||1. (16)
Conceptually both bounds are similar as
lg · ||eu||1 =
∑
j
lg · |euj | ≈
∑
j
|gj | · ls · |euj |. (17)
This means that |ef | is essentially bounded by u and g . Thus,
the maximal estimation error achieved using known operators
is lower or equal to the error achieved when training F (x)
from scratch without prior knowledge. Knowledge both on
g(x) and u(x) respectively reduces the maximal error in an
additive fashion which leads us to the conclusion that any use
of prior domain knowledge is useful to support the learning
problem. This forms a theoretical foundation for the success
of previous applications of precision learning.
III. X-RAY MATERIAL DECOMPOSITION
In this section, we want to explore an example for Eq. 14.
In order to do so, we choose X-ray material decomposition
as many properties of the transform are known. Yet analytical
inversion requires accurate calibration of the X-ray spectrum
I0(E) where E is the X-ray energy. For each energy, the line
integral along the X-ray beam is observed
I(E) = I0(E) · e−
∑
i µ(i,E)li (18)
where µ(i, E) is the X-ray absorption coefficient for energy
E and material i and li is the path length through material
i. Typically, X-ray detectors measure the integral over several
energies
Ib(x, y) =
∫ bu
bl
I(x, y, E) dE (19)
at each pixel (x, y) from the low energy limit bl to the upper
energy limit bu of the respective energy bin b. Inversion can
be performed iteratively, if the spectrum and the material
coefficients are accurately known [15]. In practice, this process
is difficult as generally all materials in the object under consid-
eration have to be known and the spectral calibration is error
prone. A common approach is to model the decomposition
using a low-order polynomial [16] as the function is generally
smooth. Lu et al. demonstrated that this approach is a general
regression problem that predicts li given an approximation of
the inverse function F (I) where I is the vector containing
all measured energy bins [13]. Amongst several machine
learning techniques, multi-layer perceptrons demonstrated the
best results. Lu et al. already used a logarithmic transform on
their data and expanded the coefficients to a polynomial space
as they knew that both assumptions are supposed to be part
of the regression problem.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to explore our idea, we will introduce a − log
transform given the calibrated I0 in each energy bin for
u(x) and a polynomial expansion for g(x) following the
ideas presented in [16]. The remaining estimation problem
is left to a three-layer perceptron F (x) which has a higher
modelling ability than a single hidden layer network. We
explore the effect of the transforms on the following four
combinations: F (I), F (u(I)), F (g(I)), and F (g(u(I))). All
implementations were performed in the CONRAD open source
software package [17].
The experimental data for our experiment was collected at
Stanford University using a Zeego C-arm device (Siemens
Healthineers, Forchheim). Using prototype software, scans of
a Sawbones pelvis phantom were acquired. For the three
different energy settings, 41, 70, and 125kVP were selected.
Image dimensions were 620×480 pixels. In order to get refer-
ence labels for the ground truth, we inserted a biopsy needle
into the phantom, performed the three scans, and carefully
removed the needle to cause minimal motion of the phantom.
Subsequently, another series of three scans was performed. In
order to generate the ground truth, the 125 kVp scans before
Fig. 3. Example images of the different data: In the left column, an X-ray image Ib(x, y) of the phantom and the biopsy needle are shown. The center
images show the data after transform u(Ib(x, y)), i.e. line integral domain. The right column shows the subtracted image after needle removal that was used
as ground truth. Note that the needle grip is embedded in plastic which is of course a different material than metal.
Fig. 4. Even in narrow window and level [0, 0.3], the material separation
generally works well. Note that in particular, the artefacts in the background
gradually disappear with increasing use of prior knowledge. In addition, note
that the plastic grip in the bottom of the image generally disappears in the
predicted data, as the grip does not consist of metal.
and after needle insertion were subtracted. Examples of the
X-ray images are shown in Figure 3.
TABLE I
OVERVIEW ON THE RESULTS OF THE PREDICTION. PEARSON’S r IS
GENERALLY HIGH, WHILE THE SSIM IS DRASTICALLY INCREASED WITH
INCREASING PRIOR KNOWLEDGE.
F (I) F (u(I)) F (g(I)) F (g(u(I)))
Pearson’s r [%] 95.0 95.2 95.1 95.5
SSIM [%] 54.1 63.1 73.8 88.4
In total, training and test contained 273.360 feature vectors.
We evaluated the prediction quality using Pearson’s r [18] and
the Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) [19]. Table I gives an
overview on the results. For both correlation as well as SSIM,
the prediction quality increases with increasing use of prior
knowledge.
Figure 4 shows the prediction result visually. The needle
is visualised well in all four versions of the material decom-
position and the plastic grip is removed. No bone is shown
in the image anymore. Still, there are some artefacts in the
background of the image that decrease with increasing use of
prior knowledge.
In Figure 5, we show the estimation vs. the ground truth
of all four methods in comparison. With increasing use of
prior knowledge, i.e., transforms u(x) and g(x), the prediction
becomes more and more linear. Also note that the plastic in
the reference introduces a bias in the estimation of the low
path lengths through the needle.
V. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we show an upper bound for errors that are
introduced by the approximation of functions using neural
networks. In our derivation, we follow the universal approxi-
mation theorem using a single layer per function. Generally,
the approximation introduces an error and a combination of
multiple approximations increases the upper error bound. This
approach could also be expanded to more layers. Using our
approximation formula, this would only increase the maximal
bound further. Hence, we consider one layer as demonstrated
in the universal approximation theorem as sufficient. Further-
more, it is noteworthy to state that the universal approximation
theorem always combines one hyper plane with one weighted
superposition of sigmoid functions. Here, we only do that in
the input layer, as we wanted our model to mimic traditional
hidden layer approaches. Additional use of another hyper plane
in the second function approximation would not change our
results as this is already modelled in the linear combination of
Fig. 5. Display of the scatter plot ground truth vs. prediction of the four predictors. Note that the shape of the scattering becomes more and more linear with
increasing use of prior knowledge.
U(x). Yet, the notation would become less tangible. There-
fore, we chose the current notation.
Our upper bounds share further similarities with the uni-
versal approximation theorem: Specification of the number of
nodes per layer is not required and with increasing number
of nodes, the maximal bounds for the error will shrink. Fur-
thermore, we also do not show that our upper bound is tight.
It is merely a worst-case analysis and does not describe the
average or expected error. Further analysis could be performed
based on the work of Barron [20].
Still, these observations are useful for understanding other
applications of precision learning that already have been
published [9], [10], [11]. With the bounds found in this paper,
we are able to see that the maximal error margin decreases,
independent of whether the transform is applied before or after
the network, if that is the true sequence of operators. This
confirms experimental findings that replace operators within
the network to increase the prediction quality [11].
Using this framework enables us to mix operators with
deep learning procedures and provides a new view and un-
derstanding of deep learning. The benefits are at least two-
fold: First, the mixing allows us to reduce the number of
parameters of the network and therewith a reduction in training
data [10]. Second, it opens the view on neural networks
as an ensemble of operators that we work with in terms
of mathematical analysis. Technically, this also enables to
“derive” new networks. Even operators that are typically more
difficult to grasp in a mathematical sense can be used in
this framework if they allow the computation of sub-gradients
since the gradients can be processed in the back-propagation
chain. This is also in line with our assumptions on g(x) being
Lipschitz continuous. This even allows inclusion of sorting
operators such as quantile operations [21]. As such this could
potentially be a game changer for deep learning.
Furthermore, precision learning will also help to understand
complicated network structures in more detail. As such, we can
now try to interpret the U-Net [22] algorithm as a multi-scale
dictionary learning approach with learned shrinkage operators
in which the reconstruction dictionary is independent of the
analyser dictionary. Similar observations were already done
for CNNs in [23]. Hence, one could attempt to approximate
its structure using traditional iterative shrinkage methods,
wavelet and custom bases, and therewith reduce the number
of parameters drastically.
The distinction of precision learning to general regular-
isation and deep learning is that we use precise domain
knowledge expressed in terms of mathematical expressions to
model our network instead of heuristically discovered network
architectures. As such we interpret networks as a method
to express a general objective function that describes an
optimisation problem. Doing so, every block in the emerging
objective function serves a particular purpose to which it is
restricted to by design. Hence, the trained block can also be
interpreted with respect to its use.
There are also links to classical pattern recognition theory
[24], if we interpret u(x) as the feature extractor and g(x)
as the classifier/regressor. In particular, the observation that
the error caused by Fu(x) has much higher bounds than the
error produced by Fg(x) might also be linked to the classical
importance of feature extraction and feature engineering. Even
the best classifier cannot recover information lost during
feature extraction.
In our experiments, we demonstrate another application of
precision learning: X-ray material decomposition. We demon-
strate that the use of additional prior domain knowledge is able
to reduce the prediction error. As such, we only explore feature
domain transformation in this paper. Given the realistic setting
of our experiment, we deemed this to be more convincing.
In every case, the material decomposition that is learned is
physically correct and the flawed ground truth is mapped to
a physically plausible result. With a constrained simulation
experiment, we would not have been able to observe this
finding.
VI. CONCLUSION & OUTLOOK
We showed that precision learning is able to reduce max-
imal error bounds, if known operators are introduced into
the learning process. This forms a theoretical basis for prior
observations using the same approach. Our derivation shows
a relationship between the number of approximation steps in
their upper bounds. If replaced with the true transform this
error is removed from the learning process.
In addition, we explored the effect also in real data for an
X-ray material decomposition and confirmed prior work by Lu
et al. The more prior knowledge that is introduced, the better
the prediction gets. In our case improvements from 54.1 % to
88.4 % in SSIM could be obtained.
We believe that this approach will be applicable to a large
set of problems in particular in physics and signal processing
where a lot of prior constraints on the domain are known.
Also medical or other high risk applications could also benefit
from this approach, as known operators in conjunction with
few network layers are easier to analyse in terms of maximal
error. Lastly, this approach also allows to design networks that
follow a particular algorithm that enforces desired criteria, e.g.
safety bounds on a separate path through the network.
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